LETTER TO THE MANAGEMENT

June 14, 2017
Dear Sir/Madam:
I am writing concerning the lack of security at our facility. I am very concerned due to recent
events. A tour group came in May, and all KINDS of shenanigans went on. One person in the
group kept trying to get Zabu to climb
into the back of a golf cart to take her
home. (The Secretary vehemently
disavows any knowledge of this
event.) Another one kept calling Nikita
“my girl” and making comments about
leaving with her. Some girl with
pigtails was trying to become best
friends with Priya, and another was
sweet-talking TJ. Even the staff was
not safe! A bunch of them surrounded
Josh on his golf cart, but luckily he
kept his foot on the gas and was able
to get away quickly.
I heard that they were eventually
captured and put into one of the empty
cages on the property, only to escape
later that day and scatter far and wide.
BUT - it appears they left behind a master spy. He is a
genius at disguises, sometimes appearing as a squirrel,
other times as a lizard, but most often as a big white bird (I
heard them call him “Ernie”). He follows the Keepers
around when they are distributing meds and/or snacks,
and reports everything back to the group. I don’t know
about the rest of the residents here at the sanctuary, but I
don’t need my frolicking with my two new girlfriends
broadcast to the whole world. I like to keep things like that
on the down low, if you know what I mean. And this “bird”
even tries to steal my supper! What’s up with that? To
discourage him I lay in my den now and make the Keepers
use the long stick to feed me. They may think I’m lazy, but
I’m really just making sure he doesn’t get my food.
Perhaps this is really MI-6 Secret Agent Monty in disguise?
Someone needs to look into this ASAP.
Sincerely,
Hoover Tiger
(Sent via Lori D., Secretary to the Cats)

